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The US Strategic Command has developed and maintains a catalog of approximately 22000
man-made objects in space, the size of a softball and larger. Of these, only about 1400 are
working or active and the remainder is debris. The current state-of-practice used for screening
space traffic conjunctions are the state-vectors (i.e. means) of these objects and collision
probabilities are based upon the state uncertainties (i.e. covariances). Moreover, in order to
schedule space surveillance sensors for maintaining tracks of these objects and thus
maintaining the knowledge in the space catalog, space object star vectors are used and at best,
their covariances employed to acquire them in the sensor field of view. The salient caveat here
is that this would be acceptable so long as the space object state error distributions are
sufficiently well represented as Gaussian probability density functions (PDFs). One method
that allows for the relaxation of the Gaussian PDF assumption is the so called Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) which attempts to represent the underlying PDF as a weighted combination of
Gaussian mixands. Traditional GMMs suffer from two issues, (1) having to choose the number
of mixands a priori and (2) the weights of the mixands are held constant during state
propagation and only updated during measurement processing (i.e. only updated with inputs
from external observations). The work described during this talk will introduce a first-of-itskind Adaptive Entropy-based Gaussian-mixture Information Synthesis (AEGIS) filter, developed
to overcome both of these caveats and able to do this autonomously by exploiting “internal
observations” of non-linearities via the exploitation of relative differential entropy. An example
for space object trajectory prediction and rectification is provided and can be applied to
improve space object collision probability, tracking, and sensor acquisition.
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